
Part No. Description L x W x H Qty.
HS5360A 6-Key Benchtop Counter 9.8 x 3 x 2.2 in   (25 x 7.6 x 5.6 cm) 1/ea
HS5360B 9-Key Benchtop Counter 12.5 x 3 x 2.2 in  (32 x 7.6 x 5.6 cm) 1/ea

Benchtop Counters
Mechanical, benchtop counters are perfect for blood cells (label 
included), bacterial colonies or other repetitive counting 
 - Each key records up to 999

 - Total window keeps track of total number of strokes made on all other keys;       
bell rings when total reaches 100 

 - Blood cell key labels

Hand Tally Counter
Use for counting blood cells, bacterial colonies, drops of liquid 
or any repetitive event
 - Tallies up to 9999

 - Features a quick-reset knob

 - Lens for easy reading, and finger ring for a secure grip

Part No. Dimensions Qty.
HS6594 1.8 dia  x 1.6 w in  (4.6 dia x 4.1 w cm) 1/ea

X-tourn Tourniquets
Hi-viz orange alert for safer practice
High-quality disposable tourniquets eliminate roping or curling when used.
Latex free, no rubber proteins, resins or fatty acids that can produce hypersensitive reactions.
 - Made from and smooth polyisoprene

 - Less abrasive than other brands, uniform thickness prevents shredding and breaking

 - Disposable

Part No. L x W Qty. Color
HS120108 18 x 1 in (45.72 x 2.54 cm) 100/pk Green ■

HS120109 18 x 1 in (45.72 x 2.54 cm) 25/roll Green ■

HS120110 18 x 1 in (45.72 x 2.54 cm) 250/pk Orange ■

HS120111 18 x 1 in (45.72 x 2.54 cm) 25/roll Orange ■

Available in 
bulk or on a 
perforated roll

Grab Rack
Rack features silicone grips to hold tubes 
in place
 - ABS rack with silicone griping fingers

 - Turn the rack over and the tubes will not fall out

 - No assembly required 

 - Not recommended for autoclaving

Part No. Tubes Wells Well Dia. L x W x H Qty. Color

HS24371A 5-10 mL 50 16 mm 10 x 5 x 2 in 
(25.9 x 12.7 x 4.9 cm) 1/ea White  ■ 

Hold and pour feature
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Wolf Laboratories Limited
www.wolflabs.co.uk

Tel: 01759 301142         Fax:01759 301143         sales@wolflabs.co.uk

Use the above details to contact us if this literature doesn't answer all your
questions.

Pricing on any accessories shown can be found by keying the part number
into the search box on our website.

   
    The specifications listed in this brochure are subject to change by the manufacturer and therefore cannot be guaranteed to be 
correct. If there are aspects of the specification that must be guaranteed, please provide these to our sales team so that details can 
                                                                                                    be confirmed.
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